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ABSTRACT: qTOF mass spectrometry and traveling wave
ion mobility separation (TWIMS) hybrid instruments (q-
TWIMS-TOF) have recently become commercially available.
Ion mobility separation allows an additional dimension of
precursor separation inside the instrument, without incurring
an increase in instrument time. We comprehensively
investigated the eﬀects of TWIMS on data-independent
acquisition on a Synapt G2 instrument. We observed that if
fragmentation is performed post TWIMS, more accurate
assignment of fragment ions to precursors is possible in data
independent acquisition. This allows up to 60% higher
proteome coverage and higher conﬁdence of protein and peptide identiﬁcations. Moreover, the majority of peptides and
proteins identiﬁed upon application of TWIMS span the lower intensity range of the proteome. It has also been demonstrated in
several studies that employing IMS results in higher peak capacity of separation and consequently more accurate and precise
quantitation of lower intensity precursor ions. We observe that employing TWIMS results in an attenuation of the detected ion
current. We postulate that this eﬀect is binary; sensitivity is reduced due to ion scattering during transfer into a high pressure
“IMS zone”, sensitivity is reduced due to the saturation of detector digitizer as a result of the IMS concentration eﬀect. This latter
eﬀect limits the useful linear range of quantitation, compromising quantitation accuracy of high intensity peptides. We
demonstrate that the signal loss from detector saturation and transmission loss can be deconvoluted by investigation of the
peptide isotopic envelope. We discuss the origin and extent of signal loss and suggest methods to minimize these eﬀects on q-
TWIMS-TOF instrument in the light of diﬀerent experimental designs and other IMS/MS platforms described previously.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Mass spectrometry has become the principal technique of
proteomics in the recent years.1 Proteins are typically digested
to peptides, which are analyzed by liquid chromatography
coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (LC−MS/MS).2-4
Peptide identiﬁcations are then used to infer protein
constituents in the original sample. While initial proteomics
studies mostly focused on cataloguing proteins in the samples,
more recent studies attempt to provide quantitative information
on protein abundance.1
In the majority of quantitative proteomics methodologies,
peptides are both identiﬁed and quantiﬁed.2 Quantitation is
typically performed either by using diﬀerential stable isotope
labeling in vivo, such as SILAC,3 or in vitro, such as isobaric
tagging,4 which allows simultaneous analysis of samples under
comparison during LC−MS/MS. Alternatively, label-free
approaches involve individual analysis of each sample with
quantitative comparisons taking place in silico.5 These
approaches fall into two main categories: spectral counting,
where the number of peptide ions identiﬁed in an experiment is
used as a surrogate of protein abundance,6 and area under the
curve, where intensity of either intact peptides (MS1)7 or their
fragments (MS2)8 is measured. It has been demonstrated
previously that the MS1 signal of a peptide is directly
proportional to its loading on a column for 2.5−3 orders of
magnitude both in simple and complex mixtures.9−11
Typically, peptide identiﬁcation involves fragmentation,
commonly using collision induced dissociation (CID), and
matching of the resulting fragments in silico.2 Information
pertaining to the sequence of the peptide can also be inferred
from the behaviour of the unfragmented entity, for example,
mass to charge ratios (m/z), retention time, and ion
mobility.12−14 The most common fragment spectrum acquis-
ition mode is data dependent acquisition (DDA). During a
DDA experiment, fragmentation spectra are acquired by
sequentially isolating and fragmenting peptide ions providing
that certain criteria (set a priori) related to the precursors have
been satisﬁed. The m/z of the precursor ion and corresponding
fragment ions are then submitted to a search engine and
matched against sequences within a database, working on the
premise that the fragments observed derive exclusively from the
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peptide isolated.2 The limitations of this method include co-
selection of several ions during the fragmentation process, semi-
stochastic selection of ions for fragmentation, and under-
sampling, all of which result in a lack of inter-run and inter-lab
reproducibility,15 a large number of single peptide protein
identiﬁcations16 and many unidentiﬁed proteins.17 Moreover,
as the quality of a spectrum is related to the amount of
precursor ion fragmented, identifying a reasonable amount of
peptides may require a substantial proportion of time spent in
MS2 mode, which compromises the accuracy of all MS1 “area
under the curve” quantitation methods7 and thus instrument
parameters promoting the maximum number of identiﬁcations
may compromise the accuracy of quantiﬁcation.
Several methods have been suggested that eﬀectively
combine DDA with area under the curve quantitation. One
such approach, gas phase fractionation,18 attempts to fragment
diﬀerent sets of peptides during repeated injections (necessary
for accurate quantitation) of the same sample. This is done by
specifying diﬀerent mass ranges for selecting precursors for
fragmentation during subsequent runs. This allows signiﬁcantly
deeper coverage of the proteome even with a low number of
CID fragmentations per survey scan. Other researchers have
suggested performing quantitation runs under optimal
conditions and then targeting peptides that demonstrated
diﬀerential abundance (MS1 intensity) in subsequent MS/MS
runs by applying an inclusion list.10
Several research groups have attempted to circumvent the
limitations of DDA by coselecting several ions for simultaneous
fragmentation. For example, Masselon and co-workers used
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR), allowing
selection and fragmentation of a combination of ions of any m/
z using a SWIFT waveform.19 This method is similar to DDA
since ions are coselected for fragmentation based on their
intensity.
Another approach to overcome DDA’s limitations is to
employ data independent acquisition (DIA) methods that do
not attempt to isolate speciﬁc precursors. Instead, a group of
precursors covering a mass window of speciﬁc size are
cofragmented. Depending on the size of the mass selection
window, instrument speed and sensitivity, a number of
injections may be required to cover the entire mass
range.20,21,12,8,22 Fragment ions are expected to have the same
elution and mobility proﬁles as their precursors, which can be
used to pair fragments and precursors when a number of parent
ions are cofragmented. Some DIA methods attempt to
retrospectively pair fragments and their precursors prior to
database searching, for example, parallel fragmentation
approach,23−25 MSE,12 AIF,22 and SWATH,8 while others do
not.20,21
Clemmer and co-workers used an in-house LC-IMS-MS
platform to acquire precursors (MS1) and fragments (MS2)
across the whole mass range. In their experimental design, the
instrument cycles between a “low energy” scan, during which
intact precursor masses are recorded (MS1 data) and a “high
energy” scan, during which the cofragmentation of all
precursors occurs by applying a collision energy ramp and
the resultant fragment masses are recorded (MS2 data). The
method was named the “parallel fragmentation approach” to
emphasize that all precursors are recorded and fragmented.
Since no ion selection is performed, many comeasurements can
be made and accurate retention time and drift time proﬁles can
be constructed for precursors and fragment ions.7 Precursors
and fragments are retrospectively paired based on the similarity
of their elution and mobility proﬁles. A similar method was
later commercialized as MSE,12 by the Waters Corporation. The
primary diﬀerence of the MSE data acquisition workﬂow
compared to the method developed by Clemmer and co-
workers is that in MSE data can be analyzed by ProteinLynx
Global SERVER (PLGS),12 Waters Corporation proprietary
software, which operates on a diﬀerent premise than DDA
search engines. During MSE data analysis in PLGS, fragments
are initially associated with precursors by the similarity of their
retention time proﬁle. An iterative depletion process is then
employed whereby a single protein is identiﬁed at a time and all
of its associated peptides and their fragments are removed from
the data before the depletion cycle continues. This protein-
centric search results in high protein coverage. Initially,
fragments were assigned to precursors within the PLGS
workﬂow solely based on the similarity of retention time
proﬁles.
More recently, Waters launched a new Synapt instrument
series where TOF mass spectrometry is combined with
TWIMS (traveling wave ion mobility separation). A TWIMS
device allows separation based on ion mobility and subsequent
measurement of all ions. Precursors and their corresponding
fragments can then be matched based on the similarity of their
mobility proﬁles.26 When ion mobility separation is used in
conjunction with the MSE workﬂow it is referred to as HDMSE.
An additional beneﬁt of IMS is increased accuracy of
quantitation for lower abundance peptides and a higher
dynamic range for peptide detection.24,27,28 Valentine et al.
noted that in complex samples upon application of IMS,
peptides could be detected over 6 orders of magnitude in
abundance, where only 5 orders of magnitude were possible
without employing IMS. This increase is likely to result from
enhanced deconvolution of low abundant peptide ions from
contaminants and higher abundant peptides that occupy the
same m/z and retention time space.29 A similar eﬀect of IMS
has also been demonstrated recently by Geromanos et al. on
Synapt G2 and G2-S platforms.28
The combination of TWIMS and qTOF into a single
instrument results in a number of additional considerations in
instrument design, however. First, the key to combining IMS
and LC−MS/MS in a single instrument is the diﬀerent time
scales of LC, IMS and TOF separations, whereby IMS is much
faster than LC, but much slower than TOF. A single IMS cycle
is composed of a number of TOF separations. The IMS proﬁle
of an ion is the ion intensity distribution in these TOF
separations. Since no ions can enter the “IMS zone” while IMS
is in progress, ions entering IMS-MS hybrid instruments can
either be discarded (which would lead to high losses of
sensitivity) or trapped awaiting their turn to be subjected to
IMS. Such a trapping device was introduced some years ago at
the interface of the IMS drift tube by Hoaglund and co-
workers.31
Second, the quadrupole and TOF require to be operated at
signiﬁcantly lower pressures than TWIMS.32 This creates a
challenge of signiﬁcantly diﬀerent pressure zones in ion path.
In light of the instrument design considerations presented
above, we have conducted a study to comprehensively evaluate
the eﬀect TWIMS has on the qualitative and quantitative nature
of DIA in Synapt G2 conﬁguration. Using low complexity 6
protein digest and high complexity (E. coli digest standard
spiked with the six protein digest) samples, we have carried out
extensive analysis in both MSE and HDMSE and have compared
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the proteome coverage, signal intensity and linearity of
response between the acquisition modes.
We ﬁnd that where the application of TWIMS greatly
increases coverage of the proteome, it also leads to some
reduction in the linearity of response and sensitivity and hence
impairs accuracy of quantitation in the higher end of the signal
intensity range. We describe the reasons behind our
observations and suggest ways to overcome their potential
limitations.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation
In this study, we have used a set of six proteins as spikes: bovine
serum albumin (A3059), rabbit glycogen phosphorylase B
(P6635), human carbonic anhydrase (C4396), horse cyto-
chrome C (C2506), chicken lysozyme (L6876) and bovine beta
casein (C6905) (Sigma, St Louis, MO). Preparation of the
spikes was performed in LoBind tubes (Eppendorf, Stevenage,
UK). For each of the proteins, a 5 mg/mL solution of
lyophilized protein powder in water was prepared and further
diluted to 10 pmol/μL. The 10 pmol/μL solutions were
subjected to amino acid analysis33 (PNAC, AAA Service, Dept.
Biochemistry, University of Cambridge27) to determine the
exact protein concentration, which deviated from the expected
by no more than 25% for all of the six proteins. The protein
solutions were further diluted to 5 pmol/μL in 100 mM
triethylamine ammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) pH 8.5
(according to amino acid analysis data). Disulﬁde bonds were
reduced by incubation of proteins with 5 mM dithiothreitol for
one hour at 40 °C. Next, free thiols were alkylated by
incubation in darkness for thirty minutes with 15 mM
iodoacetamide at room temperature. Proteins were digested
by incubation with sequencing grade modiﬁed trypsin
(Promega Ltd., Southampton, UK) at 37 °C overnight. Trypsin
was added twice at 1:40 (w/w) protein to trypsin ratio, ﬁrst
when digestion was initiated and again after two hours into the
digest. Following digestion the six protein digests were mixed at
equimolar amounts and diluted to 100 fmol/μL and 25 fmol/
μL in 3% acetonitrile (ACN), 0.1% formic acid.
For the six protein mixture experiment, each sample to be
loaded was prepared as a separate mixture of a ﬁnal volume of
200 μL as speciﬁed in Table 1. To each, 10 μL of 200 fmol/μL
enolase digest standard (Waters, Product Number: 186002325)
was added to allow normalization during data processing.
For the spike experiment conducted in a complex back-
ground, 200 μg of an E. coli digest standard (two vials, Waters,
Product Number: 186003196) was resuspended in 400 μL of
3% acetonitrile (ACN), 0.1% formic acid (FA). The E. coli
digest standard concentration was estimated by absorbance at
280 nm using a Nanodrop 1000 to be 0.4 μg/μL, which was
close to theoretical of 0.5 μg/μL. Three solutions were mixed
to produce a separate dilution for each spike loading as
described in Table 2: 100 fmol/μL or 25 fmol/μL of equimolar
protein digest, 3% ACN, 0.1% FA, 0.4 μg/μL E. coli digest
standard.
LC−MS Conﬁgurations
The peptides were separated using a nanoAcquity UPLC
system (Waters). The aqueous mobile phase A was 0.1% formic
acid. The organic mobile phase B was acetonitrile with 0.1%
formic acid. The samples were injected in 10 μL volume using a
partial loop method, trapped on Symmetry C18 5 μm, 180 μM
× 20 mm precolumn (Waters) and desalted at 10 μL/min ﬂow
for 6 min with 100% A. The separation was performed on T3
1.8 μM, 75 μm × 250 mm (Waters) at 300 nL/min ﬂow rate,
with 0−50% B, using a 45 min gradient for six protein mixture
experiments and 7−35% B, using a 90 min gradient for complex
sample experiments. After separation, the column was washed
with 80% mobile phase B for 5 min and re-equilibrated with 3%
mobile phase B for 15 min. The column temperature was
maintained at 30 °C. 500 fmol/μL [Glu1]-ﬁbrinopeptide B was
infused at 500 nL/min as a reference compound.
Mass spectrometric analysis of eluting peptides was
performed on Synapt G2 mass spectrometer (Waters, Man-
chester, UK), using settings suggested by manufacturer. The
Synapt G2 was operated such that alternate low and high
energy scans of equal duration of 0.4 s were conducted for six
protein mixture experiments and 0.9 s for complex sample
experiments. Smaller duration scans were used in the six
protein experiment, since chromatographic peaks were sharper
due to a steeper gradient. Lock spray was acquired once every
30 s for 1 s period. For fragmentation in MSE mode the
collision energy was linearly ramped in the Trap region of the
TriWave from 14 to 40 V across the duration of high energy
scan (see above). For fragmentation in HDMSE mode, the
collision energy was linearly ramped in the Transfer region of
TriWave from 21 to 44 V across the duration of high energy
scan (see above). Higher collision energies, as suggested by the
manufacturer, were applied in HDMSE mode to counteract the
slight leak of gas into the Transfer from the IMS region of the
TriWave. This leak has a slight cooling eﬀect on the ions, which
requires increasing collision energy ramp in HDMSE to achieve
similar fragmentation eﬃciency between modes (personal
communication with Waters Corp.).
During IMS analysis, ions were accumulated in the “Main
body” of Trap region for 14.25 ms and then released into the
“Transport part” of the Trap which continuously ran 6 V waves
at 311 m/sec velocity. 450 μs mobility delay was applied before
starting IMS. 40 V waves were applied in IMS part of TriWave
at 650 m/s. 4 V waves were applied in transfer region of the
instrument at the velocity of 190 m/sec.
Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed in PLGS version 2.5.2. Data were
lock mass corrected post acquisition. Noise reduction thresh-
olds for low energy scan ion, high energy scan ion and peptide
intensity combined across charge states and isotopes were ﬁxed
at 150, 10, and 750 counts, respectively (“processing
parameters” as suggested by manufacturer). During database
searches, the protein false discovery rate was set at 4%. A
peptide was required to have at least a single assigned fragment
and protein was required to have at least one assigned peptide
and three assigned fragments for identiﬁcation.
Table 1. Dilution Series for Six Protein Mixture Experiment
sample
loading
(fmol/
injection)
concentration
(fmol/μL)
total
amount
200 μL
(fmole)
volume of
100 fmol/μL
equimolar
protein digest
(μL)
volume
of 3%
ACN,
0.1%
FA
volume of
200 fmol/
μL
enolase
solution
20 2 400 4 186 10
50 5 1000 10 180 10
100 10 2000 20 170 10
200 20 4000 40 150 10
500 50 10000 100 90 10
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■ RESULTS
We have conducted a study to comprehensively evaluate the
eﬀect TWIMS has on the qualitative and quantitative nature of
DIA. In order to do this, low complexity (6 protein digest) and
high complexity (E. coli digest standard spiked with six
proteins) samples were analyzed in both MSE and HDMSE
(IMS-MSE) acquisition modes. While the 6 protein digest
analysis was designed to represent LC−MS of a simple protein
mixture enriched in high abundance constituents (e.g., plasma
samples, IP-MS experiments), the complex sample was
designed to represent shotgun analysis of a whole cell lysate.
A comparison of proteome coverage, signal intensity and
linearity of response was made between modes. For thorough
examination of the data, comparisons were performed at the
ion, peptide and protein levels.
HDMSE Produces a Higher Number of Protein
Identiﬁcations
The perceived advantage of DIA over DDA, is that all precursor
ions and their fragment ions are measured assuming they are
suﬃciently abundant to be detected above noise, that is, above
the limit of detection (LOD). The main limitation of the
technique is the inability to unambiguously assign all fragments
to precursors. Workﬂows speciﬁcally designed for DIA analysis
will attempt to deconvolute a fragment’s origin prior to
database searching (parallel fragmentation,23−25 MSE,13 AIF,21
SWATH5). In PLGS, initially all low molecular weight
precursors and fragments that are not expected to have high
sequence speciﬁcity are ﬁltered out. Fragments are tentatively
associated with precursors based on the similarity of their
retention time (and if available, their mobility proﬁles) and the
premise that a fragment should not have higher intensity than a
precursor. All fragments that have an elution proﬁle apex within
plus or minus one-tenth of the chromatographic peak width of
a precursor and an IM proﬁle apex within plus or minus 1 drift
bin of a precursor, are tentatively associated with that precursor.
Assignment of fragments to precursors based solely on
similarity of retention time proﬁles is quite crude and a typical
fragment is often associated with a number of precursors. Thus
DIA methods should theoretically beneﬁt from incorporating
IMS in to the workﬂow.6
To demonstrate this eﬀect, we ﬁrst analyzed the E. coli digest
standard in DIA modes with and without IMS separation.
Diﬀerent amounts (0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 μg) of
sample were analyzed to assess the sensitivity of DIA with and
without IMS with respect to sample loading. The numbers of
peptide and protein identiﬁcation are presented in Table 3. We
found that while MSE produced a more or less consistent
number of identiﬁcations in the range of 0.25−1 μg of sample
analyzed, HDMSE consistently produced signiﬁcantly more
identiﬁcations with increased loading.
It is noteworthy that analysis of 1 μg of E. coli digest standard
in HDMSE produced on average an increase of 58% peptide
and 60% protein identiﬁcations over the analysis of E. coli digest
standard in MSE at the most optimal loading (0.5 μg).
When analyzing the overlap between identiﬁcations of
peptides and proteins made with and without IMS, we found
that with increased loading (Figure 1a) the number of
identiﬁcations at 4% protein FDR unique to MSE decreases
and the number of identiﬁcations unique to HDMSE and
common to MSE and HDMSE increases. We also tested the
eﬀect that the protein FDR speciﬁed during database searching
has on the number of identiﬁed peptides and proteins in both
modes (using acquisitions of 1 μg of E. coli digest standard).
Figure 1b demonstrates that at low FDR, more peptides and
proteins are identiﬁed in HDMSE. If a high FDR is accepted,
however, HDMSE provides less identiﬁcations, thus IMS of
precursors before fragmentation allows deeper proteome
coverage and reduces the number of false positives identi-
ﬁcations at high FDR.
To explain this eﬀect we compared the number of fragments
that could be tentatively associated with a precursor prior to
database searching, based on similarity of their chromato-
graphic elution and ion mobility proﬁles in HDMSE, and
elution proﬁle only in MSE. We found 54600 precursors and
1.24 × 106 fragment EMRTs (Exact Mass Retention Time Pair)
in MSE and 35500 precursors and 2.21 × 106 fragment EMRTs
in HDMSE passed our LOD threshold (speciﬁed as “processing
parameters”). Figure 2 demonstrates the distribution of binned
frequency for the number of tentatively associated fragments
for MSE and HDMSE precursors and conversely tentatively
associated precursors for MSE and HDMSE fragments. Clearly
HDMSE is much more selective in fragment assignment, having
on average 226 tentative fragments per precursor compared to
MSE with 851 tentative fragments per precursor. An average
fragment was tentatively associated with 37.5 precursors in MSE
and 3.62 precursors in HDMSE.
Table 2. Dilution Series for Complex Sample Experiment
loading
(fmol/
injection)
concentration
(fmol/μL)
total amount
150 μL (fmole)
volume of 25 fmol/μL
equimolar protein digest (μL)
volume of 100 fmol/μL
equimolar protein digest (μL)
volume of 0.4 ug/μL E.
coli standard (μL)
volume of 3%
ACN, 0.1% FA
(μL)
25 2.5 375 15 − 40 95
50 5 750 30 − 40 80
75 7.5 1125 45 − 40 65
100 10 1500 − 15 40 95
150 15 2250 − 22.5 40 87.5
250 25 3750 − 37.5 40 72.5
500 50 7500 − 75 40 35
Table 3. Number of Protein and Peptide Identiﬁcations at
Diﬀerent Amounts of E. coli Digest Standard Analyzeda
loading
MSE protein
identiﬁcations
HDMSE
protein
identiﬁcations
MSE peptide
identiﬁcations
HDMSE
peptide
identiﬁcations
0.0625 444 ± 15 454 ± 10 2749 ± 6 2379 ± 53
0.125 510 ± 18 601 ± 7 3416 ± 58 3559 ± 26
0.25 561 ± 19 758 ± 27 4017 ± 64 5072 ± 184
0.5 600 ± 29 840 ± 76 4394 ± 164 5816 ± 664
0.75 598 ± 31 933 ± 12 4509 ± 243 6683 ± 259
1 553 ± 23 957 ± 38 4342 ± 133 6982 ± 78
aNumbers shown are averages of three replicates plus minus standard
deviation.
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Peptides identiﬁed in all three replicates in both modes or a
single mode only were selected to investigate the reason for
higher number of peptide identiﬁcations in HDMSE. Figure 3a
and b gives the scores and the number of fragments that have
been assigned to peptides identiﬁed in both modes. Peptides
identiﬁed in both modes have on average higher scores (scores
median is 7.8 for MSE and 8.8 for HDMSE) and more
associated fragments (number of fragments median is 8 for
MSE and 13.3 for HDMSE) in HDMSE. Given that fewer
fragments are generally associated with precursors in HDMSE
prior to database search, HDMSE is not only more selective in
assigning fragments, but also more accurate, since more of the
fragments initially assigned to precursors are subsequently
identiﬁed as their fragments during the database search. Figure
3c and d gives the scores and the number of associated
fragments for peptides identiﬁed in a single mode only. As
expected, scores are lower than for commonly identiﬁed
peptides but still higher in HDMSE than observed in
MSE(scores median is 6.84 for MSE and 6.95 for HDMSE;
number of fragments median is 3.7 for MSE and 6 for HDMSE).
The scores and reliability of peptide identiﬁcations could be
improved further in HDMSE in theory, by comparing the
predicted IM of a peptide to the experimentally observed for an
EMRT.13,14 A similar calculation is currently performed when
the observed retention time of an EMRT is compared to the
retention time modeled for a peptide and the magnitude of this
correspondence contributes to peptide identiﬁcation score.12
However, the prediction of IM for a peptide is not yet
implemented in the current version of PLGS (2.5.2); thus, it is
likely that the diﬀerence in peptide identiﬁcation scores
between modes demonstrated in Figure 3 results solely from
a higher number of fragments associated with peptides during
database search in HDMSE.15-17
Additional identiﬁcations made exclusively in HDMSE are
predominantly from lower intensity ion species (Supplemen-
tary Figure 1, Supporting Information), which is consistent with
Figure 1. Number of protein identiﬁcations for E. coli digest standard analysis. (a) Number of protein and peptide identiﬁcations uniqure to MSE
(blue) and HDMSE (red) modes, common in both modes (purple), above saturation threshold in HDMSE (black; see section Signal Attenuation in
HDMSE) at diﬀerent amounts of digest analyzed. A peptide or protein has only been included if it were identiﬁed in 2 out of 3 replicates; the protein
FDR has been set to 4%. (b) Number of peptide and protein identiﬁcations at diﬀerent protein FDR for E. coli digest standard analysis at 1 μg
loading (blue, MSE; red, HDMSE). Each point is an average of three triplicate acquisitions.
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the higher dynamic range of peptide and protein identiﬁcations
reported previously.13
Signal Attenuation in HDMSE
Comparison of base peak intensity (BPI) traces of E. coli digest
standard in both modes revealed that HDMSE appeared less
sensitive. BPI traces in HDMSE were typically approximately
one-third as the equivalent MSE traces (Supplementary Figure
2a, Supporting Information). Inspection of extracted ion
chromatograms (XIC) of several of the most intense ions in
both modes showed that they are generally less intense and
their elution proﬁles have broader peaks at half height (full
width at half maximum, FWHM) in HDMSE than in MSE
(Supplementary Figure 2b, Supporting Information). This was
consistently observed across alternating HDMSE/MSE analyses
indicating it was independent of the underlying chromatog-
raphy. To demonstrate this observation systematically we found
the ratio of FWHM in HDMSE and MSE modes for
chromatographic peaks of all ions assigned a peptide
identiﬁcation in three replicates of HDMSE and MSE (total of
10593 ions). Ions were binned according to log10 of their
intensity in MSE and their ratio of FWHM between modes
plotted (Figure 4). Ions of lower intensities tend to have
slightly lower FWHM in HDMSE, conversely, ions with high
intensities have higher FWHM in HDMSE. The diﬀerence in
the FWHM of chromatographic proﬁles between modes is
highly statistically signiﬁcant for all log10 intensity bins (except
4.6 and 4.8 bins in which ions have similar FWHM of elution
proﬁles in MSE and HDMSE). Such behavior is consistent with
a combination of transmission loss and detector saturation
eﬀects, as we demonstrate below.
Figure 5 explains the mechanics of detector saturation by
demonstrating what happens in a single mobility experiment
comprised of 200 TOF experiments. Without IMS (Figure 5a),
ions are recorded continuously (equally distributed between
200 consecutive TOF experiments). Employing IMS (Figure
5b) concentrates ions (the majority of ions are recorded in a
small number of TOF experiments, while no ions are observed
in other experiments of the IMS cycle). This results in a greater
tendency to saturate the detector. The concentration of ions is
achieved due to storing the ions in the trapping device prior to
evaluating their mobility in the 200 TOF experiments.
Trapping is necessary, since no new ions can be allowed into
TWIMS, while a cycle of IMS is already in progress. If the IMS
peak capacity is increased (Figure 5c), the ions exit IMS in an
even tighter package, hence the tendency to saturate the
detector becomes even more pronounced. This concentrating
eﬀect of TWIMS on a Synapt G2 is dramatic (median FWHM
for a mobility proﬁle is 2.9 TOF experiments) and suggests a
peptide ion will evoke detector saturation at lower amounts in
HDMSE in contrast to MSE. A Synapt G2 is equipped with an
electron multiplier detector, the output of which is processed
by analogue to digital converter (ADC) electronics. The
process we refer to as “detector saturation” in this manuscript is
strictly speaking detector digitizer saturation. It results from
inability of ADC to adequately record the incoming signal from
the electron multiplier, rather than from inability of the electron
multiplier to produce more signal when more ions arrive at the
detector (personal communication with Waters Corp).
To systematically investigate the eﬀect of detector saturation,
we selected 2284 E. coli peptides that were observed in all three
replicates where 1 μg was loaded in both modes. Figure 6
shows the correlation of ion current for common peptides,
between replicates of one mode and between modes. The tight
intramode correlation between technical replicates is note-
Figure 2. Blue, MSE; red, HDMSE. Binned frequency of the number of (a) fragments tentatively associated with a precursor and (b) precursors
tentatively associated with a fragment.
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worthy (R2 0.98 and 0.97 for MSE and HDMSE, respectively).
The correlation of peptide intensity between diﬀerent modes is
much weaker and appears to have a deﬁned structure (modeled
by LOWESS). First, peptides having higher intensity in MSE
tend to lose a higher proportion of their signal in HDMSE,
which results in the LOWESS ﬁt to plateau. This is consistent
with detector saturation aﬀecting measurements in HDMSE.
Second, HDMSE measurements are predominantly lower than
their MSE equivalents across the breadth of the intensity range
resulting in the LOWESS ﬁt consistently lying below the 1:1
line and the median ratio of peptide intensity between HDMSE
and MSE modes being 0.71 To estimate the proportion of
peptides which intensity in HDMSE is higher than saturation
threshold we have ﬁtted a linear model through lower intensity
measurement which are not expected to saturate. We then used
LOWESS to ﬁt a multiple regression model through the data.
As expected LOWESS and linear regression models demon-
strated almost perfect overlap in the lower intensity range, in
the higher intensity range the LOWESS ﬁtted line plateaus
(Figure 6d). We manually selected a point at which LOWESS
and linear models no longer overlapped and computed the
proportion of peptides which in HDMSE had higher intensity
than that point. We found that 14% of peptides had an intensity
higher than the saturation point (80000 counts). A similar
analysis for ions and proteins (using the top3 method as
implemented in PLGS, where the intensity signal of the three
most intense peptides for each protein are summed)
(Supplementary Figure 3, Supporting Information) produced
an estimate of 14 and 13%, respectively.
If detector saturation was the only HDMSE eﬀect and it was
only intensity related, then peptides of similar intensity in MSE
would be expected to lose the same proportion of their signal in
HDMSE. Our data demonstrate that this is not case as the
proportion of intensity lost in HDMSE with respect to its MSE
intensity is peptide speciﬁc. The fact that the degree of signal
attenuation is diﬀerent for peptides of similar intensity in MSE
can be reconciled in two ways.
Figure 3. Comparison of peptide identiﬁcations between modes (neutral loss fragment ions are not included). Blue, MSE; red, HDMSE. (a) Scores
for peptides identiﬁed in both modes. (b) Number of assigned fragments for peptides identiﬁed in both modes. (c) Scores for peptides identiﬁed in a
single mode only. (d) Number of fragments assigned to peptides identiﬁed in a single mode only.
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First, and perhaps counterintuitively, the abundance of a
peptide is not necessarily linked directly to its likelihood to
saturate the detector, due to the peptide signal being split
between multiple isotopes and charge states that result in
subpopulations of a peptide ions, each of which arrive at the
detector at distinct times in the TOF separation. Moreover,
owing to peptide speciﬁc chromatographic elution and mobility
proﬁles, the number of TOF experiments that the detector has
to record each subpopulation may diﬀer. Together, these
peptide-speciﬁc features could result in peptides of given
intensity evoking detector saturation to diﬀerent extents.
Second, it is conceivable that a proportion of ions may be
lost during the IMS process either during trapping, due to
fragmentation of the precursor or due to transmission losses
during passage of ions into the high pressure zone in the
TWIMS. In either case, an ion will not reach the detector and
thus will not be recorded; cumulatively this eﬀect reduces the
sensitivity of the analysis. We refer to this scenario as
“transmission loss” in the rest of our discussions below.
The eﬀect that IMS has on the FWHM of chromatographic
peak for ions (Figure 4) suggests a combination of the two
eﬀects. For lower intensity ions, the FWHM is lower since a
proportion of the peak is simply not recorded due to
transmission loss (Supplementary Figure 4b, Supporting
Information). For higher intensity ions the FWHM is higher
since all the peak intensity is recorded, but its apex is reduced
by detector saturation (Supplementary Figure 4c).
The two explanations of signal loss in HDMSE (transmission
loss and detector saturation only) can also be deconvoluted by
performing spike experiments, whereby a group of proteins is
analyzed at diﬀerent loadings. Transmission loss will cause a
peptide to lose a constant proportion of its intensity in HDMSE
irrespectively of loading, while detector saturation will cause
signal loss at higher loadings only (Figure 7).
Spike Experiments to Investigate Signal Attenuation
Nature
To further understand the nature of signal loss in an HDMSE
acquisition, we ﬁrst performed experiments with the digest of
Figure 4. Relationship between the peptide intensity in MSE and ratio
of its FWHM chromatographic peak proﬁles between modes. Each
peptide FWHM has been measured three times in both modes. Each
boxplot represents the mean of ratio for all the peptides in the
intensity bin.
Figure 5. Mechanics of detector saturation in HDMSE. The plots have been generated such that the intensity (area under the curve) for green and
red ions is kept constant. The plots are represented in log scale. The salmon colored area is the linear range of detector, where no saturation is
expected. If no IMS is performed, (a) peptide ion intensity is equal across 200 consecutive TOF experiments. If IMS is performed, (b, c) peptide
ions are ﬁrst trapped and then separated by IMS resulting in peptide ions arriving to the detector as a packet, distributed in a small number of TOF
experiments. The higher the peak capacity of IMS, the tighter the packets and the more ions exhibit saturation eﬀect (higher peak capacity of IMS in
(c) compared to (b) causes green ion to saturate).
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six equimolar proteins diluted to enable the injection of 20, 50,
100, 200, and 500 fmoles of peptide mixture on column as
described in Table 1. A digest of enolase was invariably added
to each injection at 100 fmole loading to allow normalization of
Figure 6. Correlation of peptides’ intensities between replicate injections of 1 μg of E. coli lysate. (a) MSE mode: MSE injection 1 against MSE
injection 2, (b) HDMSE mode: HDMSE injection 1 against HDMSE injection 2, (c) between modes: HDMSE averaged across three replicates against
MSE averaged across three replicates. Also plotted are 1:1 lines (black) and LOWESS ﬁt (red). (d) Superimposed linear and LOWESS ﬁts through
MSE against HDMSE data set; the green line denotes saturation threshold.
Figure 7. Comparison of detector saturation and transmission loss eﬀects in the spike experiments (data simulated for illustration purposes). Blue
line represents recording when neither eﬀect is present; red line demonstrates sensitivity loss due to (a) transmission loss and (b) detector saturation
eﬀects.
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run to run injection volume variability. The experiment was
conducted in triplicate for both modes of analysis, HDMSE and
MSE. All further analysis was performed on a set of 67 fully
tryptic peptides, observed at all loadings in all replicates in both
modes. To determine the linearity of the response, peptide
intensity was plotted against its loading, a linear regression was
extrapolated from the ﬁrst 3 points (20, 50, 100 fmoles). If the
200 fmole measurement deviated from the value predicted by
the regression model by more than 2 standard errors of the
mean and at least 20% of the predicted value, the peptide was
considered to exhibit a nonlinear response, characteristic of
saturation. To demonstrate instances of transmission loss, we
calculated the ratio of the slopes of regression lines between the
modes. 53 out of 67 peptides demonstrated detector saturation
in HDMSE, and only 1 in MSE, the median ratio of regression
slopes was 0.48. Six instances of detector saturation chosen at
random are presented in Figure 8 (a summary of all peptides is
presented in Supplementary Figure 5, Supporting Information).
Thus, we can conclude that signal loss is a composite of two
eﬀects: transmission loss (the ratio of regression slopes is
signiﬁcantly lower than 1) throughout the intensity range, and
detector saturation at higher precursor intensities.
To determine whether detector saturation limits the dynamic
range of protein quantitation, we used the “top3” method of
protein quantitation summing the three most intense peptides
for each protein. This signal was then converted to fmoles by
division by the internal standard “top3” signal (100 fmoles of
enolase in this study).11 Figure 9 demonstrates that the amount
reported by PLGS was proportional to the amount loaded on
column for each of the six proteins in MSE, but not in HDMSE.
Attenuation of a linear response was observed for loadings of
greater than 100 fmoles for all the proteins in HDMSE.
To establish whether these observations persist in a more
complex sample an equivalent experiment was conducted
where by a whole cell E. coli digest standard was spiked with the
six protein digest mixture. One and a half μg of E. coli was
loaded on column spiked with 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, and 500
fmoles of the six protein mix. The experiment was conducted in
triplicate for both modes, a total of 36 injections. Figure 10
demonstrates that the amount reported by PLGS was linearly
correlated to the amount of protein loaded on column for all six
protein spikes in MSE. Attenuation of a linear response was
observed for all six proteins at both 250 and 500 fmol loading
in HDMSE, analogous to the six protein mixture experiment.
Eﬀects of TWIMS on Peptide Isotopic Envelope
As mentioned above peptide ion properties such as chromato-
graphic elution and IM proﬁles as well as charge state and
isotope intensity distribution are all expected to aﬀect the
degree of signal attenuation in HDMSE. Isotopes of the same
Figure 8. Amount injected on column plotted against the response for six peptides that exhibit saturation behavior in HDMSE in the six protein
mixture experiment. The bars represent standard deviations (black in MSE, red in HDMSE).
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peptide ion diﬀer only in their m/z ratio and intensity, however,
while all other properties remain equal. Isotopes thus enable
the deconvolution of transmission loss and detector saturation
independently of these peptide speciﬁc properties making them
perfect models to conﬁrm our interpretations of signal loss in
HDMSE.
Transmission loss and detector saturation are expected to
have diﬀerent eﬀects on the peptide isotopic envelope. While
transmission loss is expected to aﬀect all isotopes equally,
detector saturation will cause the most intense isotope to lose a
higher proportion of its intensity and thus cause a distortion in
the isotopic envelope shape (Figure 11).
We employed the ratio of the signal recorded for the ﬁrst and
the second most intense isotopes of a peptide as a numeric
representation of isotopic envelope shape and investigated how
this ratio changes between modes (henceforth referred to as
“ﬁrst/second isotope intensity ratio” or 12C/13C for simplicity,
even though 12C is not always the most intense isotope). The
ﬁrst/second isotope intensity ratio would be expected to be
lower in HDMSE if detector saturation occurs and is not
expected to be aﬀected by transmission loss.
First, we looked into how the ﬁrst/second isotope ratio
changes between modes for peptides from the total E. coli
digest standard sample (eq 1).
A total of 1257 E. coli peptides, which possessed the
following properties, were investigated:
(1) at least four recorded consecutive isotopes in all
replicates in both modes after the most intense isotope
Figure 9. Amount injected on column versus amount reported by PLGS top 3 method (enolase used as calibration protein) for the six protein
mixture experiment. (a) Bovine serum albumin, (b) human carbonic anhydrase, (c) bovine beta casein, (d) horse cytochrome C, (e) rabbit glycogen
phosphorylase, and (f) chicken lysozyme. Red, measurements made in HDMSE; blue, measurements made in MSE. Error bars represent standard
deviations.
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(2) 70% or more of their intensity at one of the charge states
in both modes
(3) less than 20% CV for all isotopes in both modes.
We arbitrarily chose a ﬁrst/second isotope ratio 10% lower in
HDMSE than in MSE (eq 1) to conclude detector saturation at
the peptide level.
<HDMS C/ C
MS C/ C
0.9
E12 13
E12 13 (1)
Where HDMSE 12C/13C is the ratio of isotopes in HDMSE and
MSE 12C/13C is the ratio of isotopes in MSE. We found that for
21% of all peptides the ratio decreased in HDMSE by at least
10% indicating that they were subject to detector saturation.
Supplementary Figure 6, Supporting Information, shows
spectra combined across the chromatographic elution proﬁle
for three of such peptides chosen at random to illustrate that
isotopic envelope distortion is not an artifact of data processing.
Consistent with detector saturation, the majority of the
Figure 10. Amount injected on column versus amount reported by PLGS top3 method for the six protein mixture spiked into an E. coli lysate
experiment. (a) Bovine serum albumin, (b) human carbonic anhydrase, (c) bovine beta casein, (d) horse cytochrome C, (e) rabbit glycogen
phosphorylase, and (f) chicken lysozyme. Red, measurements made in HDMSE; blue, measurements made in MSE. Error bars represent standard
deviations.
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peptides with distorted isotopic envelope in HDMSE are at the
high intensity end in MSE (Figure 12a). As expected, no
intensity related bias for this ratio was observed when
comparing the penultimate/last most intense isotopic ratio
between the acquisition modes (Figure 12b).
We next investigated how the ﬁrst/second isotope ratio
changes within each mode upon increasing loading from 20 to
200 fmole using the data from six protein mix experiment. Sixty
peptides were chosen that possessed the properties outlined
above at 20, 50, 100, and 200 fmole. Forty-four peptides
demonstrated a decrease of 10% or more in the isotopic ratio at
200 fmole loading when compared to a 20 fmol loading in
HDMSE (none in MSE), as in eq 2.
<HDMS 200 fmol C/ C
HDMS 20 fmol C/ C
0.9
E 12 13
E 12 13 (2)
Figure 13 demonstrates that the ratio between the ﬁrst/
second isotope intensity at 20−200 fmol loadings in both
modes for 6 such peptides chosen at random (a summary of all
peptides is presented in Supplementary Figure 7, Supporting
Information). As expected the ﬁrst/second isotope intensity
ratio demonstrates no trend in MSE, while it decreases in
HDMSE with the increase in loading. Supplementary Figure 8,
Supporting Information, shows spectra combined across the
chromatographic elution proﬁle for three of such peptides
which demonstrate decreased ﬁrst/second isotope intensity
ratio between 20 and 200 fmol loading.
■ DISCUSSION
The combination of IMS and MS within a single instrument
provides an additional dimension of ion separation at no extra
cost in instrument time. This exciting synergy of two
technologies will undoubtedly have a profound eﬀect on
Figure 11. Comparison of detector saturation and transmission loss eﬀects on the peptide isotopic envelope (data simulated for illustration
purposes). Blue bars represent the peptide isotopic envelope; red bars demonstrate how the recording changes when (a) transmission loss or (b)
detector saturation eﬀects are present.
Figure 12. Correlation of peptides’ intensities between 1 μg of E. coli lysate injections between modes (HDMSE averaged across three replicates
against MSE averaged across three replicates). (a) In red are peptides that have the ﬁrst/second isotope ratio decreased in HDMSE, in black are those
that have a similar ﬁrst/second isotope ratio in both modes. It is noteworthy that peptides which exhibit saturation according to their isotopic
envelope distortion (red) are mostly higher intensity peptides in MSE . (b) In red are peptides that have the penultimate/last isotope ratio decreased
in HDMSE, in black are those that have a similar penultimate/last isotope ratio in both modes. No intensity related bias is apparent.
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proteomics in years to come.30 However, as with any new
technology, IMS/MS requires thorough investigation to better
understand its strengths and weaknesses, in order to maximize
the beneﬁt of its application.
We chose data-independent acquisition to evaluate the
eﬀects of IMS on shotgun proteomics analysis for several
reasons. First, all of the fragments and precursors (above the
LOD) are recorded and they are sampled throughout their
elution proﬁle, at high signal-to-noise ratio, which allows
statistically robust comparisons of acquisitions with and without
IMS. Second, proteome coverage of data-independent analysis
is expected to increase due to better assignment of fragments to
precursors.
Indeed, we found that fragments in “high energy” scans can
be matched to precursors in “low energy” scans with greater
certainty, which is achieved by harnessing the additional
discriminatory information captured as precursor drift time.
This ultimately results in higher proteome coverage and more
conﬁdent identiﬁcations. Importantly the majority of addition-
ally identiﬁed peptides and proteins were found in the lower
end of dynamic range. Interestingly the number of
identiﬁcations from E. coli digest increases with loading in
HDMSE, but not MSE, which demonstrates that increase in
sensitivity without increase in speciﬁcity does not lead to higher
proteome coverage.34
Additionally, the application of TWIMS causes a peptide
speciﬁc decrease in sensitivity (transmission loss) and instru-
ment dynamic range (detector saturation). These eﬀects can be
explained by the Synapt G2 instrument design and duty cycle.
Accumulating ions in the trapping device prior to IMS may
result in detector saturation. Driving ions into the high pressure
TWIMS region may lead to a decrease in sensitivity. In this
study we demonstrate the extent of these eﬀects on a Synapt
G2 instrument when analyzing simple and complex samples
and also use isotopes of the same peptide to further conﬁrm
our observations. Arguably, even though the ion losses due to
the application of IMS are peptide speciﬁc on the Synapt G2
platform, they are nonetheless highly reproducible and do not
compromise quantitation precision, as seen by comparing ion
intensity within HDMSE replicates (Figure 6).
The transmission loss introduced by IMS, depends on the
instrument’s ion path. As discussed previously, quadrupoles and
the TOF section of the instrument have to be operated at high
vacuum, while IMS performance increases with increasing
pressure in IMS zone.32,35 On instruments with quadrupoles
preceding IMS zone (such as the Synapt instrument series),
ions have to be moved from low pressure zone (quadrupole) to
a high pressure zone (IMS) and then back to a low pressure
zone (TOF) again. On instruments where the IMS zone is
located near the ion source and is followed by quadrupole and
TOF, the ions constantly move from high pressure to lower
pressure zones. Moving ions from high pressure zones to low
pressure zones (quadrupole and TOF after IMS zone) was
initially challenging leading to huge losses in sensitivity
(estimated at 99%36). The problem was partially solved by
Clemmer and colleagues upon the introduction of an oriﬁce-
skimmer cone (OSC) at the IMS and quadrupole interface,
which improved transmission by a factor of 5−10,37 which
Figure 13. Ratio of the ﬁrst and second most intense isotopes at diﬀerent amounts injected for MSE (blue) and HDMSE (red) for six peptides that
demonstrate saturation; horizontal line indicates theoretical ratio.
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equates to approximately 5−10% (as estimated by Tang et
al.36) of ions being successfully transferred from the IMS zone
to subsequent segments of the instrument. Recently Smith and
colleagues incorporated an ion funnel38,39 in their IMS/q/TOF
instrument that allowed almost lossless transmission between
IMS and quadrupole-TOF.36 As shown in Figure 6, HDMSE is
around 30% less sensitive than MSE across peptide dynamic
range, which we consider to be a function of transmission loss
introduced by IMS. This places the Synapt G2 ion transfer
eﬃciency from IMS zone to further segments of the instrument
on a scale between IMS-q-TOF platforms equipped with OSC
and platforms equipped with ion funnel. Since MSE and
HDMSE require a number of diﬀerent adjustable settings
(mostly voltage diﬀerentials and pressures in TriWave) to
transfer ions across the ion path, it is of course possible that
utilizing diﬀerent settings, might cause a lower sensitivity loss,
than we estimated. This is however unlikely as the data
acquisitions presented in this study were performed with
parameters recommended by the manufacturer and similar
losses were observed using alternative sets of parameters tested
(data not shown).
In our opinion, the primary challenge of label-free
quantitation on the q-TWIMS-TOF Synapt G2 design is the
reduction of signal linearity in the upper end of dynamic range.
It is noteworthy that Clemmer and co-workers reported
detector saturation on a platform with a diﬀerent type of
IMS (drift tube rather than TWIMS) and a diﬀerent trap
(linear octopole trap),23 but also suggesting that the detector
saturation eﬀect results from an ion concentration eﬀect (see
Figure 5). We have demonstrated the detector saturation eﬀect
on two extremes of proteomics analysis: a low complexity
mixture analyzed by a steep LC-gradient with highly abundant
constituents (6 protein spike experiment) and a high
complexity mixture (E. coli digest standard) analyzed using a
longer gradient. While detector saturation has a dramatic eﬀect
on the former experiment its eﬀect appears to be more subtle
for the latter. Several simple and easy to implement solutions
can be suggested to address the problem.
First and most obvious solution is to only use workﬂows,
where detector saturation is not a problem. To develop such
workﬂows a researcher must consider a number of issues,
including the peak capacity of IMS and LC (the higher the peak
capacity of these separations, the higher the ion current for a
peptide at its apex and thus its tendency to saturate the
detector). Moreover, if additional prefractionation or enrich-
ment is performed at the peptide or protein level, less sample
should be analyzed during LC−MS, since prefractionation or
enrichment cause a proportional increase of some components
in a mixture (for example it is usual to analyze more sample in
2D-LC than in 1D-LC because of lower amounts of sample
utilized in 1D-LC, which will contribute to detector saturation
problem). Finally, the actual focus of the research is important,
that is, whether researcher is interested in higher abundance
proteins for example, when studying metabolic enzymes or
lower abundance proteins when studying biomarkers of
diseases in plasma. In the latter cases detector saturation in
HDMSE might not be problematic at all, as the IMS peak
capacity will increase quantitation accuracy of lower abundance
proteins and increase probability of their identiﬁcation.24 Also it
might seem counterintuitive that the proportion of proteins and
peptides over the saturation threshold is similar, since some
sort of averaging eﬀect on protein level might be assumed.
However, the protein quantitation reported in this study was
performed by top3 method, where the more intense peptides
are weighted more highly than less intense peptides in
calculation to determine protein amount. A relative quantita-
tion method where all peptides are given equal contribution
might be less prone to accuracy bias, but at the same time will
suﬀer in precision since higher intense peptides are recorded
more precisely.
A second set of solutions are purely instrumental, for
example increasing dynamic range of ion detection system. This
is by no means a trivial task (see Chernushevich et al.40 for a
review on TOF detector systems). Furthermore, since even the
simplest proteome components span at least 5−6 orders of
magnitude41 and current detectors achieve 4 orders of linearity
at best we are far from covering the entire proteome dynamic
range as it is without further adding to the problem. A second
solution is to combine precursor acquisitions with and without
ion mobility in a single analysis, hence there will be three
functions in the acquisition: “low energy without IMS”, “low
energy with IMS” and “high energy with IMS” (fragmentation
post IMS). In this setup “low energy with IMS” and “high
energy with IMS” functions would be used to assign fragments
to precursors and for subsequent identiﬁcation and “low energy
without IMS” would be used for quantitation. However, since
IMS adds peak capacity to separation, removing IMS from the
quantitation may have an adverse eﬀect on accuracy and
precision of MS1 quantitation, especially on lower abundance
peptides.
Finally, bioinformatics solutions could be suggested to
address the problem. For example, similarly to combining
acquisitions with and without IMS in a single run as described
above it is possible to analyze the sample with and without IMS
and identify peptides in HDMSE. It would then be possible to
determine the EMRTs in MSE data corresponding to HDMSE
identiﬁcations based on the similarity of their retention time
and measured mass. This should not cause a signiﬁcant increase
in instrument time since a sample needs to be run in MSE a
number of times for accurate quantitation and only once in
HDMSE for peptide identiﬁcation. The application of this
method is demonstrated in ref 42 describing the Synapter
software we have developed for this purpose. A very diﬀerent
approach is to quantify only on isotopes below the saturation
threshold, on fragments or to try and predict the actual
intensity of a saturated peptide based on its isotopic envelope.
This task is not new and methods of such postacquisition
corrections have been suggested for acquisitions performed on
instruments with TDC detectors and shown to restore at least
an order of magnitude of detector linearity. Our data on
peptide isotope envelope distortion suggests such a possibility;
however, methods developed for TDC detector saturation
correction are not directly applicable for correction of ADC
detector saturation and will require additional advancement.
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